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OBJECTIVES:

c To make learners understand the importance of music and dance in our daily lives.
o To enhance physical fitness of the learners.

. To enable them to coordinate their body movements with music,

o To develop confidence and courageousness among them.
. To cultivate and enhance their interest in dance and other performing arts.

DESCRIPTION:

"Dance to the beat of your dreams."
Dancing helps the learners to learn about their body and it also helps them to improve their posture

as well as balance. It helps us to improve our muscle tone, strength, endurance and fitness. As New

Year is approaching an activity "Dancer in me" on the theme New Year was conducted fclr the
learners of class II. The main objective of this activity was to provide learners a piatform to show

their dancing skills and develop their confidence and courageousness by trying something unique.

The activity also helped the learners to enhance their interest in dance. Students were well briefed

about the activity in advance which helped the students to get mentally prepared for the activity. In
the preliminary round, learners performed on the tracks brought by them in their respective

classrooms out of which best five performances from each section were selected. All the learners

seemed to be totally engrossed in putting their best foot forward in showcasing their dancing skills.
Then the final round was conducted in GLH wherein, best five dancers from each section participated,

out of which best five were awarded. They used variety of props to exhibit their talent and put up

wonderful dance performances. The participants were judged on the basis of confidence,

courageousness, costume and culture. Learners enjoyed the activity. The dance performances by the
learners further added the zest of celebrations and merry making. Overall, the activity helped in

enhancing the aesthetic and physical skills of the learners.
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